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Established in 1994 under the Native Hawaiian Education
Act, the statutory responsibilities of the Native Hawaiian
Education Council are to 'Coordinate, Assess, and Report
& Make Recommendations' on the effectiveness of
existing education programs for Native Hawaiians, the
state of present Native Hawaiian education efforts, and
improvements that may be made to existing programs,
policies and procedures to improve the educational
attainment of Native Hawaiians.

Community Based Systems 
Mapping of  Culturally Relevant 

Assessment Work
HOSTED BY THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN EDUCATION COUNCIL

Wednesday, January 17, 2018
9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

University of Hawai‘i – West O‘ahu 

Post Convening Report



UH – West O‘ahu Hosts – Wahie
Pueo Scholars Program

Dr. Walter Kahumoku sharing about the Pueo Scholars 
Program and Grow Our Own Teacher initiative at UHWO

In 2016, the University of Hawaiʻi–West Oʻahu
celebrates 40 years of providing quality higher 
education to the people of Hawaiʻi. Since its 
establishment in 1976, UH West O‘ahu has 

offered a baccalaureate education for students 
in the fastest growing region on Oʻahu through a 
curriculum that emphasizes professional, applied 

science, humanities, and social science 
programs.

University of Hawai‘i-West O‘ahu
our hosts for the day



No ke aha?  An opportunity for…
q Share Experiences, Efforts, Learnings and 

Advancements in Culturally Responsive Assessment 
(CRA) Work;

q Create a Community Based Systems Map of CRA 
Work; and

q Recommend Next Steps for Community Based 
Action and Advocacy.

Welcome by NHEC Chair Dr. Lisa Watkins-Victorino



Dr. Chelsea Keehne, Kamehameha Schools

Charlene Hoe, Hakipuu Learning Center

Sharing of Hawaiian Focused Charter School
Culturally Relevant Assessment Work
By Kamehameha Schools and Participating Schools

Additional Hawaiian Focused Charter School Leaders:  Mahina
Paishon Duarte, Kanu o ka ʻĀina;  Dr. Meahilahila Kelling, Ke Kula ‘o 
Samuel M. Kamakau; and Dr. Denise Espania, Mālama Honua

Kelly Broadus, Kamehameha Schools
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What is an actor map?
An actor map is a visual depiction of the key 
organizations and/or individuals that make up 
a system, including those directly affected by 
the system as well as those whose actions 
influence the system. Note: Actor maps are 
sometimes referred to as stakeholder maps; 
however, given that important influencers 
(e.g., government) are not always stakeholders 
in a systems change initiative, we use the more 
inclusive term “actor maps”.



Culturally Responsive Assessment Sectors (orange, large post-its)
Higher Education

Philanthropy
Research & Evaluation

Social Determinants of Health
Family Learning/Strengthening

Policy & Regulations
Out of School Programs

Early Childhood Education
K-12 Education
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Hard working participants

Hard working participants





• Need to define “culture” better;
• HFCS;
• People/programs got to interact and see visually where they intersect and also work in similar places;
• Assessment needs to be org./school specific;
• Getting a clearer understanding of certain frameworks already in place, and thinking of ways to improve them;
• Assessment are important for growth/changes;
• Loved morning sharing from charter schools’ assessment work – strong alignment;
• HFCS work on HCBA is awesome!;
• Awesome outcome;
• The map activities showed the breadth of work connected to CRA;
• More focus on research/or early childhood education involvement;
• Current work happening across organizations—need to have opportunities like those to share and connection more;
• Need for supporting education efforts for & by Kanaka oiwi;
• A low tech way of putting together a systems map;
• I want to learn more and look forward to attending the workshops;
• Systems thinking applied areas sub-systems;
• Great work happening in many stakeholder groups;
• Need for social enterprise (Aunty Verlie’s comments) ($$$ sources);
• Mapping;
• Connections & influence reach further than we realize;
• Build your network and understand the many facets and layers involved;
• Connections, relationship, working together are key to success of lahui;
• More acronyms--:>)—kidding…in seriousness, broadened my knowledge of many programs and entities working in this area;

Please list 3 takeaways or insights gained from today’s event (in no priority order):



• Mapping exercise maika`i;
• Map will prove to be a useful tool;
• Some definite “pressure points” were identified;
• Specific organizations are in the way or need to be influenced more;
• Liked the idea of bridging the workforce goals/initiatives and education—put the pressure on each other;
• Pattern spotting highlighting what’s helping & hindering CRA;
• HFCs how they ___ CRA;
• Kupukupu framework, Na Hopena Ao, CRE;
• Specific, commonalities & relational;
• Fabulous to see it documented! Great 1st step;
• There is a LOT going on (good), but need more communication and awareness to avoid duplication of efforts AND to collaborate
• Networking
• Learn who the big players are;
• Common goal to be culturally connected;
• Heavy perspectives from ppl I don’t often work/hear with/from;
• Networking with other is my favorite part;
• Update of CRA (HFCS) work;
• Framework that other organizations are using;
• Networking opportunities, learning about own area information;
• The impact that culture based assessments/learning have made and will continue to mak in preserving our Hawaiian culture;
• It was wonderful to have talk story time, sharing & work time.  MAHALO :>); and
• Hawaiian Focused Charter Schools (HFCS).

Please list 3 takeaways or insights gained from today’s event (in no priority order):



7.  What is the most valuable insight gained from today’s event?
• Need for social enterprise (Aunty Verlie’s comments) ($$$ sources);
• Hawaiian-focused charter school culturally relevant assessment presentation;
• Good to see who else was working on similar issues & who you could partner with to do similar goals;
• Get to know the NHEC community & begin to network;
• How important each assessment effects new growth;
• Affirmed my conviction that the tipping point/growth/”boom” point is approaching;
• Mapping is easy;
• The breadth of work being done connected to CRA;
• Being able to see what organizations are doing for advocacy;
• Sharing and networking—keeps everyone connected to the different pulses of the work.  Mahalo for bringing us 

together!
• Kanaka oiwi ways of learning require kanaka oiwi frameworks to understand success;
• I learned a simple way to create a systems map, to see dynamics of different entities at play;
• Knowing that my schooling was “backwards”; our keiki, wherever they are being educated, must have this 

curriculum;
• Kako`o, sharing and increased understanding of kuleana; and
• Great work happening in many stakeholder groups.



8.  Suggestions for future convening events, grantee symposiums, etc.
• Get a clearer understanding of goal of each objective to be able to participate with more round table talk with other 

orgs;
• Would love a rep from each “post it” present, any possibility for increased presence from groups off O‘ahu?; 
• Providing some of the programs (INPEACE, KOKA) to show/present the work they are doing around CRA;
• Clearer reasons for activities we do from the start;
• How can we begin to plan for short & long term next steps;
• N/A;
• Restate objectives for the day up front.  Tighten up down-time to keep parties busy & moving;
• Training on assessment.  Focus on training teachers and especially future teachers to be licenses with CRE;
• What is a kanaka organization; and
• Looking forward to a follow up meeting soon to review systems map.



9. General/Open Comments
• How do we define “culture”?
• How do we measure it?
• Glad to be here – hope to have future events that don’t conflict with community events;
• Mahalo nui for setting and food;
• Mahalo for allowing Ai Pono school lunches to be a part of NHEC;
• Mahalo nui for your intentional and thoughtful planning and facilitation;
• It is interesting that while early ed, K-12 & post-secondary were represented on the map, I didn’t see links across 

all three;
• Great facilitation of mapping—maybe for future doing individual maps for each of the “pie” slices and then do an 

over lapping visual with those individual maps;
• Good day. Objectives seemed achieved.  Engage us when “map” is produced.;
• Appreciate the expertise in the room, the facilitators’ approach to hands on practice & activities to clarify 

concepts;
• Bottle water? The breakfast, lunch, snacks was yummy & nutritious;
• Mahalo for building a new landscape to generate multiple foundations to online _____; and
• Mahalo piha!



Workshops offered by the
Native Hawaiian Education Council

www.nhec.org
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